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T H E  C A P I T A L  B U L L E T I N  

F I R E  D I S T R I C T  N E W S  

ED ITO R  –  TO M  RIN ALD I  

tom @ ri na ld i1 .c om  

TH E  C U L TU R E O F A N Y  O RG AN I ZAT IO N  I S SH A PED  BY TH E WO RS T BEH AVIO R  TH E  L EAD E R I S WI L LIN G  TO  

TO L ERAT E .   

CAPITAL AREA ASSOCIATION NEWS:    WWW.AFDCA.ORG 

Put it on your calendar now, Association picnic will be held on Saturday, July 30th at the Northumberland Fire District 
(Gansevoort Fire Department) picnic pavilion in downtown Gansevoort, members and families are invited. 

 
GENERAL MEMBERSHIP MEETING SCHEDULE FOR 2022 

The remaining meetings will take place on Thursday evenings 7pm, July 14th, September 8th, October 13th and 
November 10th .  Food will be provided at the Clifton Park Fire Station. 
We want to thank the Clifton Park – Halfmoon Fire District for allowing us to use their facility for the Capital Area 

meetings. 
 

The following fire districts have not paid their dues for 2022 yet and have until April 1st to catch up.  We would like 
to see the following districts renew and would love it even more if they attended a meeting. 
The following districts are outstanding as of this publication: Chestertown, Glenville #5, Jonesville, and Rotterdam 
#6 

 
We invite the following districts to get on board with your local/regional fire district association; Berne, Best-
Luther(new district), Bolton, Delmar, Duanesburg, East Schodack, Eastern Pittstown, Elsmere, Glenville #2, 
Guilderland Center, Hoosick, Luzern-Hadley, McKnownville, Nassau #1, Northville Joint (new district), Pleasantdale, 
Pottersville, Rotterdam #4, Rotterdam #8 (new district), Schodack Center, Stephentown and West Charlton. 

2022 OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS OF THE CAPITAL AREA ASSOCIATION OF FIRE DISTRICTS 
President: Tom Rinaldi, Commissioner Stillwater/Saratoga 
1st VP:  John Meehan, Commissioner West Crescent/Saratoga 
2nd VP:  Art Hunsinger, Commissioner Clifton Park Halfmoon/Saratoga 
Board of Directors: Les Bonesteel Commissioner Burnt Hills/Saratoga, Tom Wood Commissioner Northumberland/Saratoga, Joyce 
Petkus Treasurer Greenfield/Saratoga, Ed Woehrle Commissioner Niskayuna #1/Schenectady and Mike Podolec Commissioner West 
Glenville/Schenectady 
Secretary/Treasurer: Tony Hill 
Sargent at Arms: Tom Wood 
Chaplain: Fred Richards 
Legal Council: Greg Serio 

The Capital Area Association represents fire district officials from the fire districts in Albany, Schenectady, Rensselaer, Warren, 
Washington, Saratoga, Fulton and Montgomery Counties 

Fire District Officials include Commissioners, Treasurers, Secretaries and Chief 
All are invited to participate in all of the Capital Area Activities 

The Capital Area Association wants to take this opportunity to thank all the Fire Districts who continue to support the local 
Capital Area Association as members for 2022. 

 

The Capital Area has logo ware for sale, long and short sleeve polo shirts.  Contact Secretary/Treasurer Tony Hill to 
purchase shirts. 

http://www.afdca.org/
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Please advise your secretaries that all correspondence go to the Capital Area Association Mailing Address at: 
AFDCA PO Box 242 East Schodack, NY 12063 

EMAIL: CAAOFD@GMAIL.COM 

CAPITAL SHORTS: 

• This week we were shocked by the passing of former Chief Keith Butler from the Halfmoon Fire District #1, 
Hillcrest Fire Company.  Keith was a fixture in the community as a mechanic at Jack Byrne, as Chief of Hillcrest 
and his time at the Town of Halfmoon Highway Department.  Gone too soon, rest easy we’ll take it from here. 

• Our sincerest condolences to the friends and family of former Battalion Chief Frank Spath of the Albany Fire 
Department.  I worked closely with Chief Spath during my tenure at SUNY Albany.  Frank was a good Chief and 
a good friend who was dedicated to his profession, may he rest in eternal peace. 

• Good advice from FDIC: While it’s easy to be distracted by all the “shiny objects” at the show, we must embrace 
the technological evolution as it makes sense for our departments’ operations. What does that mean, chief? 
Well, very simply, you need to starve your distractions and feed your focus! Focus on what works for your 
members, your department; don’t become consumed by extraneous ideas and products that may be flashy but 
not advance your mission and vision. Focus on connection, education and tools that genuinely help you do the 
job better.  Read the rest of the article in the Chief’s Office, short but full of wisdom and truth! 

• Welcome the new chief of the Schenectady fire department, Don Mareno who has been on the job for 31 
years. 

• In a turnaround, Pittsburg’s firefighters no longer required to live in the city.  It’s becoming a challenge to get 
paid staff as well as volunteers. 

 

A Ukrainian teacher Anya Zaderej, who resides in Ballston Lake, Saratoga County has immediate family in 
Ukraine. She is looking for medical supplies, it can be outdated or nearing the end of its lifespan. Anya has the 
ability and contacts thru her church to ship this material to Poland, then across the border to Ukrainian civilians. 
Contact information for Anya Zadarej 
Her email is anyazaderej@gmail.com 
Phone (413)329-7943 
A list of the needed supplies is on the back page! 

Don’t be this commissioner. 
If you no longer wish to receive the Capital Bulletin you have the option to “unsubscribe” at the bottom of the 

introductory email. 
 

STATE ASSOCIATION NEWS:     WWW.AFDSNY.ORG 

Passing of the Torch – Thank You Joyce 
Last weekend Joyce Petkus finished her duties as State Association Secretary/Treasurer.  Joyce did a remarkable job 
bringing the State Association out of the good-old-boy dark ages into full disclosure of finances of the Association which 
is a member supported not for profit corporation.  It seems like 3 years went quickly by but for Joyce it was a constant 
battle to do the right thing every day.  Joyce you did a remarkable job under constant pressure from our neighbors from 
Long Island and you did it with style and grace (well most of the time).  We salute you and thank you for your efforts and 
we’re glad you will continue to serve as a Director with the Capital Area Association of Fire Districts. 

 

Article V Meeting of the Members, State Association By-Laws Vote 
• An Annual Meeting of the Members shall be held each year at a time and place designated by the President with 

approval of the Board of Directors for the purpose of election of Officers… 

mailto:CAAOFD@GMAIL.COM
mailto:anyazaderej@gmail.com
http://www.afdsny.org/
http://luisserranor.com/crisis-en-iveco-porque-el-silencio-ha-sido-una-mala-solucion/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0/
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• [please recognize that any fire district or municipal member makes up the “membership” and is thus a member 
of the Association] 

• The President with the approval of the Board of Directors shall designate any place within the State of New York 
as the place for any meeting of the Members. 

• A majority of Voting Members must be present to constitute a quorum for the transaction of any business at a 
meeting of Members. When a quorum is once present, it is not broken by the subsequent withdrawal of any 
Voting Members.  If a quorum is not present at a meeting of the Members, the Voting Members present may 
adjourn the meeting to another time and place.  Notice of the adjourned meeting shall be provided to all 
Members. 

• Section 6 Now says the following: Ten percent (10%) or 100 voting members, whichever is less, must be present 
to constitute a quorum for the transaction of any business at a meeting of the members…..At the most recent 
meeting at Turning Stone approximately 150 voting members were present, a voting member is a district that is 
present and has paid their dues.   

• What this means is that any business before the membership of approximately 800 members will be decided by 
100 members or 10% whichever is LESS, in this case approximately 15 members.  Dues paying members of the 
State Association are not being given the right to vote on ANY business before the Association including voting 
on officers, or in other words .018% of the membership is being given the right to vote. 

• Another pet peeve of mine is that if you did want to vote you have to hop in your car and get yourself to wherever 
the annual meeting is being held on a Friday afternoon at 4PM.  Not in the least convenient and precludes many 
voting members from doing so. What makes this even worse the 4pm time is not cast in stone, the by-laws 
actually say, “The time of election shall be at the close of the business session on the first day of business at the 
Annual Meeting. In the case of a contested election, the election shall be immediately following the afternoon 
session, but no later than 4:00 P.M”, which could result in a vote at any time unknown to anyone accept the 
attendees at the annual meeting.  Totally unfair and unacceptable. 

In addition, what you missed was a demand by the delegation from Nassau County that a voice vote for the by-laws 
change even after I petitioned the leadership that a ballot vote be taken, it was nothing short of bullying.  It wasn’t until 
a very impassioned and vocal objection came from delegate Hunsinger.  What do the by-laws say? “Where it is 
determined that the voice vote is inconclusive or there is a request made from the floor, he (the president) may then 
call for a ballot vote.” 
The result of the ballot vote was 106 voting members cast a ballot, By-laws amendments require a 2/3 vote of the voting 
members present or 66% or in this case 71 ballots to approve the amendments, the final tally was 74 to approve, 32 to 
defeat the measure, the vote carried by a slim 3 vote margin. If it had been voted down the State Association would 
have had to go back into committee to determine the next move; increase the number needed for a quorum, or the best 
solution is to give every paying member the right to vote by mail or electronically.  Voting by proxy if fraught with 
potential for fraud.  There are no easy answers an attorney with expertise should be consulted with options. 

 

Tricia Schields Elected To 3 Year Term As Secretary/Treasurer 
Tricia currently serves at the Fire District Secretary of the Oceanside Fire District in Nassau County.  She also serves at 
the Secretary of the Nassau County Association of Fire Districts and treasurer at the South Hempstead Fire District.  Tricia 
run unopposed for the position that our own Joyce Petkus decided not to run for. 

TRAINING APPROPRIATE FOR YOUR ENTIRE BOARD/SECRETARY/TREASURER 

COFFEE WITH COMMISSIONERS 2022    
Information for future is pending. 

 

THE LATEST FROM THE NYS LEGISLATURE 
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Proposed “Advanced Building Codes, Appliance and Equipment Efficiency Standards” Legislation 

Here is what the folks in Albany are dreaming up for you in the immediate future. Section 16 of this bill would amend section 
16-106 of the Energy Law to provide express authority to the President of NYSERDA, in consultation with the Secretary of State, 
to establish energy efficiency performance standards and promulgate regulations to achieve them, conduct investigations and 
reporting requirements.  Pursuant to this section, efficiency standards and regulations established by NYSERDA and the Secretary of 
State shall not result in a net increase in co-pollutant emissions or otherwise disproportionately burden disadvantaged communities 
as identified by the Climate Justice Working Group. NYSERDA shall conduct public meetings to provide opportunities for public 
comment prior to adopting a proposed standard or regulation. NYSERDA and the Department of State are required to submit a report 
to the Governor and Legislature on the status of efficiency standards regulations by March of 2026.  New efficiency standards should 
be developed whenever feasible in coordination with similar efforts by other states. 
The proposed product and appliance standards will deliver a projected $15 billion of total utility bill savings by 2035 for New York 
consumers, including an estimated $6 billion in total utility bill savings for low-to moderate-income households. This legislation also 
provides DOS with enforcement authority over any state standards. 
{Have your utilities bills are going down?  Do you expect those bills to go down during the current financial climate?  Do you expect 
that this will reduce the initial cost of appliances? Do you think that as a result of this the average homeowner will go purchase 
appliances in adjacent states? How about a 10-year phase in of these measures for a number of reasons!] 

 

New York State Fire Service Alliance Legislative Initiatives for the 2022 Session 
[EDITOR’S NOTE: While the EMS Billing finally passed as a one liner in the budget bill, the rest of the session so far has 
been lack luster, the majority has spent all of their time on pandering and passing in their minds, profound social 
agenda and progressive pieces of legislation that continue to make living in New York State more unattractive every 
day.] 
 

1. Fair Play Cost Recovery for Fire Departments - [S.7186 Brooks/A.534A Jones] Empowers the authority having 
jurisdiction which provides emergency medical services to have the option of establishing fees and charges for 
services. PASSED THE SENATE LANGUAGE PASSED IN THE BUDGET BILL!  

2. Restoration of Dedicated Code Enforcement Funding - [S.6970 Kavanagh & A8723 Englebright] The funds in 
Section 54g of State Finance Law provide state assistance to local governments for support of activities related 
to fire prevention and building codes. This money has been swept into the General Fund and not used for its 
intended purpose for 29 years.  

3. Recruitment and Retention Task Force – Passed and Signed by Governor: Make a chapter amendment to the 
legislation which created the Recruitment and Retention Task Force to move the date a report is due on its 
findings to December 31st, 2022, rather than the now unattainable date of April 1st, 2022.  

4. Reckless Endangerment of an Emergency Service Person - Amend the penal law by adding a new section creating 
the crime of reckless endangerment of an emergency service person in the second degree. A person is guilty 
when they knowingly alter or convert a building that impedes egress, and an emergency service person is injured 
or dies as a result. This would be classified as a class D felony. 

5. Timely Adoption of Updated State Fire and Building Prevention Code - [S.6210-A Skoufis/A.3559-A Hunter 
Would require that a new building code as published by ICC would be adopted by the NYS Codes Council within 
12 months. 

6. Pre-Budget ad hoc committee efforts to:  
A.) Return local control for use of the cellular 911 communications fees to the counties 
B.) Provide state-based funding for books used by the students of the basic fire education courses, 
specifically BFO & IFO courses and  
C.) Provide state funding to offset the cost of the NYS Firefighter’s Cancer Benefit Program to the AHJ 
paying the premiums 

As these measures work through the legislative process, the Fire Service Alliance will reconvene to strategize and/or 
identify additional measures to be considered by the Legislature. 

NEWS FROM THE NYS VOL. FF R&R TASK FORCE 

Updated Link for the Recruitment and Retention Task Force: 
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https://www.dhses.ny.gov/volunteer-firefighter-recruitment-and-retention-task-force 
The task force in their most recent meeting has broken into sub committees. 
Open Meetings and Webcasts are located at: https://www.dhses.ny.gov/open-meetings-and-webcasts 

TRAINING YOUR MEMBERS SHOULD HEAR ABOUT! 

New Course! Leadership for the Fire & Emergency Services 
The NVFC has released a new course in the Virtual Classroom on “Leadership in the Fire & Emergency Services.” This on-
demand course provides an overview of leadership roles, how anyone can be a leader regardless of rank, and tips to help 
in succeeding as an emergency service leader. Virtual Classroom courses are always free to NVFC members, but this 
course is free for a limited time to all members of the fire and emergency services. Register now: 
https://virtualclassroom.nvfc.org/products/leadership-for-the-fire-emergency-services 

 

Innovative Recruitment Ideas for Volunteer Fire, EMS, and Rescue Departments 
Recruitment is a challenge for many volunteer and combination emergency service departments. The NVFC has released 
a new one-pager featuring 10 ideas to help jump-start your recruitment initiatives. Download it here. You can find more 
tools and resources to help with recruitment – including customizable outreach materials and PSAs – from the NVFC’s 
Make Me A Firefighter campaign. 

OUR CHANGING FIRE SERVICE –CHALLENGES & OPPORTUNITIES! 

O P P O R T U N I T I E S :  
 

Rosenbauer Battery Extinguishing System Technology (BEST) Now Available for Sale in North 
America 
Facing an electric vehicle fire in your community is not a matter of if, but when. Rosenbauer’s new Battery Extinguishing 
System Technology (BEST) offers a safe, efficient way to respond to this call when it comes. This advanced system has 
had six years of research and development along with real-world application testing with automotive partners and fire 
departments. 
“The rise of electric vehicles (EV) in use has quickly brought new risks and challenges for fire departments to solve for. 
Rosenbauer is committed to the fire service and has worked extensively to develop the BEST tool to support communities 
in a more safe, easy, and sustainable way. The BEST tool uses thousands of gallons of less water vs. other EV fire 
suppression methods,” says John Slawson, Chairman & CEO of Rosenbauer America. 
Key BEST Product Information and Data: 

• Fast – Simple operation and setup can be achieved in less than 2 minutes; deployment of the piercing nozzle 
happens in 8 milliseconds gaining internal access to effectively cool all battery pack designs. 

• Efficient – Bringing water exactly where it is needed to effectively cool the battery pack, modules, and cells from 
within. The ability to halt a thermal runaway battery pack fire in as little as 10 minutes, flowing at a mere 8 
gal/min at 100 PSI, far less than using the current EV manufacturer safety data sheets advising a minimum of 
8,000 gallons of water to achieve the same results. 

• Safe – The field-proven design keeps the operator 26’ from the involved EV while operating the BEST, limiting 
exposure to heat and highly toxic fumes released from a lithium-ion battery fire. 

•  
 

PS419: Ohio Program Takes A Homegrown Approach To Public Safety Recruitment 

Time to stop waiting at the fire station for someone to come and join!! 
 Kris Lynch 
The 2021/2022 academic year at Ohio’s Toledo Public Schools (TPS) began much the same as any other year, with one 
notable exception – an innovative new career tech program in public safety was introduced. 

https://www.dhses.ny.gov/volunteer-firefighter-recruitment-and-retention-task-force
https://www.dhses.ny.gov/open-meetings-and-webcasts
https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001bXT03hRLCXh7QdZYcKBsKsFi4asIerr7JvT0ubH3NzbB5HDBA_LNWjgczQYglxNdrbaoQR22HP3sRh_VTkgmEG59UtlIRWIrIOSDLHfqi-Exr9ZUJaTgkBvJyPaPRSm6B0w08vHICOYEZaNqceRRng==&c=hg-fU6snfAZw17ZmGP7CDbI95PUTxsMzg5NiIwVpUVKpHlENWLzGNg==&ch=1dTuVmllSGfvC5OcVFD5CTu7SqNW-t61pQqg4XVZhQ06z1AZQgc3IQ==
https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001bXT03hRLCXh7QdZYcKBsKsFi4asIerr7JvT0ubH3NzbB5HDBA_LNWv2YprU8ZefEaJMiVe17wQ0bmsGwKs-5IVXZ7HJesATdOQY-jif0OUHCKazjYTbgFqZEY5MTeMfpFMLIKnz7M3TnmpLCQ6FO4lk-UZHZZXAMSxupkjmvP4UkgYH6nNJ7jloHQJ4PEuWxK3wALoBstnOhkclRF15_3anlVNMubrRz1lJMPXH_XeA=&c=hg-fU6snfAZw17ZmGP7CDbI95PUTxsMzg5NiIwVpUVKpHlENWLzGNg==&ch=1dTuVmllSGfvC5OcVFD5CTu7SqNW-t61pQqg4XVZhQ06z1AZQgc3IQ==
https://virtualclassroom.nvfc.org/products/leadership-for-the-fire-emergency-services
https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001bXT03hRLCXh7QdZYcKBsKsFi4asIerr7JvT0ubH3NzbB5HDBA_LNWv2YprU8ZefE2KfW03YFyXWm1w5FP7HA9JovKSVWxFHWvCWz-3ul_UDOFhJVrqJm9i5tU_JGaTH6dzCUr0vn8PcJj4vOTco84gR86RInjUw0ydsqNJc0heGKMP6MNtxPW3WFOpLxNWYEePpKKmy0Uv4gpw0MDWV22i-L4aUtjbNedAsi912DMO8=&c=hg-fU6snfAZw17ZmGP7CDbI95PUTxsMzg5NiIwVpUVKpHlENWLzGNg==&ch=1dTuVmllSGfvC5OcVFD5CTu7SqNW-t61pQqg4XVZhQ06z1AZQgc3IQ==
https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001bXT03hRLCXh7QdZYcKBsKsFi4asIerr7JvT0ubH3NzbB5HDBA_LNWsafn7LqHjy3ea9n2Or44CwBcjwn4Ly_dQRjn7pRg6ulNjaI6YtqcJE_KDhjQJOXtb9LbV0uQAFPOoFc-LKqJClI7Qn0LQ6uizUg-UOY7Cpu&c=hg-fU6snfAZw17ZmGP7CDbI95PUTxsMzg5NiIwVpUVKpHlENWLzGNg==&ch=1dTuVmllSGfvC5OcVFD5CTu7SqNW-t61pQqg4XVZhQ06z1AZQgc3IQ==
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Like so many others across the nation, the city of Toledo’s fire and police departments have been plagued by staffing 
shortages and a lack of new recruits. Addressing this issue required some creative problem-solving, and fortunately, TPS 
had a solution. The district decided to transition its existing EMT program into one that covers a range of public safety 
career opportunities. 

ORIGINS OF THE PROGRAM 
PS419 is a reinvigorated and expanded version of the school EMT-B cohort program introduced in 2013. This earlier 
program was the brainchild of Councilwoman Doctor Cecelia Adams and Toledo Fire Lieutenant Daniel Brown-Martinez 
(now deputy chief), who wanted to support TPS students interested in pursuing careers in emergency medicine. 
Not long after the EMT-B cohort program began, Toledo Fire and Rescue Department (TFRD) and Toledo Police 
Department (TPD) leadership and other community leaders expressed their interest in broadening the scope of the 
program. Amid recruiting challenges, their desire was “to more fairly hire from within the community and more 
accurately represent the demographics of whom they serve,” says Deputy Chief Brown-Martinez, who now serves as 
PS419 lead partner. “TPS students were identified as one of the hidden gems of potential applicants.”   
In 2018, with the support of Toledo Fire Chief Brian Byrd and his administration, the EMT-B cohort program was refined 
and redeveloped to include the interests of all public safety careers. Byrd and other local leaders believed that with the 
right mentorship and support, an influx of highly capable young adults who grew up in the area and who are invested in 
the community would be ready to join the department after high school graduation. 
“We’re a community service agency,” Byrd told WTVG in 2021. “If we can’t relate to the people, you either have to have 
the ability to learn how to relate and/or bring that to the table when you come.” 

GETTING OFF THE GROUND WITH THE RIGHT INSTRUCTOR 
Many former police and fire personnel were considered for the PS419 instructor position. It was important for candidates 
to have the perfect balance of both hard and soft skills required for the job. “An engaging personality and commitment 
to [the] program [are] critical to ensuring its success through the challenges encountered by all new career tech 
programs,” Brown-Martinez says. 
Ultimately, Instructor Andre Tiggs was selected as a good fit based on his unique qualifications and years of experience. 
Tiggs is a newly retired Toledo Firefighter and Police Arson Investigator, as well as a TPS graduate who continues his 
education at Owens Community College and the University of Toledo. Tiggs’ overlapping experience in both departments 
was a win, and his passion for the students and the program is unmatched, making him the right person for the job, 
Brown-Martinez explains. 

RECRUITING AND ENROLLING STUDENTS 
As for promoting and increasing interest in the program, TPS has a recruitment process in place with the support of the 
TFRD, TPD and TPS Career Development Coordinator Jose Rosales. 
Instructor Tiggs also attends high school sporting events to inform parents of the program. Additional recruitment efforts, 
according to Cassandra Seimet, career technology supervisor and PS419 program supervisor, include TPS’s in-school 
program tours and its Career Connect Expo, both of which expose and recruit students to the program. 
In its first year, PS419 enrolled approximately 40 students. The program’s gender ratio was 60% male and 40% female, 
with many minority groups represented. 

PS419 PROGRAM CURRICULA 
The three-year program allows sophomore students to begin to explore a public safety career by enrolling in 
“Foundations of Firefighting and Emergency Medical Services.” The year-long introductory course addresses the basics 
of careers in the fire service and emergency medicine.   
During their junior and senior years, students can participate in four public safety courses and one capstone course. The 
curriculum includes the following: 

• Semester 1, Junior Year – “The American Criminal Justice System”: This first course in the criminal justice pathway 
traces the history, organization, and functions of local, state and federal law enforcement. 

• Semester 2, Junior Year – “Police Work and Practice in Public Safety”: Students will learn the skills necessary to 
prevent, detect and react to crime. 

• Semester 1, Senior Year – “The Correctional System and Services”: Students will learn institutional rehabilitation 
and community corrections strategies that prepare them for work in a correctional setting. 
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• Semester 2, Senior Year – “Capstone Course”: Students explore firefighting or law enforcement in more depth, 
depending on their preference. 

Through Ohio’s College Credit Plus program, PS419 students can earn high school and college credits at the same time 
by taking courses from Owens Community College. They can pursue degrees or certifications in the following public 
safety fields: 

• EMT-Basic, EMT-Intermediate and EMT-Paramedic 
• Emergency Services Technology 
• Firefighter I and II 
• Criminal Justice/Law Enforcement 

Depending on their chosen career path or course of study, students can attend courses on the college campus or at their 
high school. 

POST-GRADUATION OPTIONS 
If students choose a career in firefighting, they can take a test with the City of Toledo and begin their TFRD careers at 
age 18.   
Students who go into law enforcement can enroll at Owens Community College to take additional criminal justice courses 
until they are 21 years of age. They are then eligible to apply with TPD. 

GOING ABOVE AND BEYOND 
The PS419 program includes a variety of interactive extracurricular activities to supplement the required coursework. 
Some of the guest speaker and field trip offerings: 

• TPD Canine Unit 
• TFRD EMS 
• TPD Police Athletic League (PAL) 
• TPD Station 4 
• SWAT Team 
• TFRD Chief Brian Byrd 
• Retired Ohio Liquor Control Agent Earl Mark 
• Sergeant Laurie Renz (TPD), Crime Scene Investigator (CSI) – criminal investigations, forensics, evidence 

collections, documentation and fingerprinting 
• Retired Detective Andre Cowell (TPD) – homicide investigations 
• Lt. James Trevino (TFRD) – arson investigations 
• Assistant Deputy Safety Director Angel Tucker – PS419 program tours and information 
• Detective Jeff Dorner – criminal investigations 
• Owens Community College Public Safety Expo field trip 
• Toledo Walleye ice hockey game field trip 

ONE-ON-ONE MENTORING 
Both TFRD and TPD are participating in the mentorship program. Students are paired with mentors who match their 
interests and desired career paths. Currently, all mentors are volunteers who have chosen to participate because they 
believe in the students and the program. 
Seimet explains that because the scheduled mentoring sessions did not always coordinate with the mentors’ schedules, 
TPS created drop-in mentoring whereby mentors visit the schools at their convenience. TPS staff also encourage both 
mentees and mentors to reach out to each other regularly. 

FIRST-YEAR OUTCOMES 
This year, three eligible seniors applied for and took TFRD’s initial examination. One student moved on to the next stage 
in the hiring process. The other two are maintaining their relationship with the recruitment team and could test at the 
next opportunity. 
Seimet adds that four seniors have earned the CPR credential, and the program is currently working to get the juniors 
credentialed. In addition, a few seniors are looking into 911 dispatch, while the juniors continue to explore options in 
both fire and police.  
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Of the program’s success so far, “The combined efforts of all parties involved led to its current success,” Deputy Chief 
Brown-Martinez says. “We fully anticipate enrollment to increase as the program graduates are hired by the invested 
departments.” 
Although the first 3 to 5 years of career tech programs are usually the most challenging, Brown-Martinez remains 
optimistic and rightfully so. He knows that these early years are also when such programs establish their roots and make 
their most significant growth. 
For more information about the PS419 program, contact Toledo Public Schools. 

 

C H A L L E N G E S :  

E-Bike, Scooter Batteries Spark Brooklyn Fire; 15 Apartments Vacated After Blaze  

VIDEO: Batteries from e-bikes and scooters sparked a Monday morning fire that left a number of Brooklyn residents 
without homes, official said. A fire broke out in a Seventh Avenue building near 54th Street around 7 a.m., officials said. 
By 7:50 a..m. it had been escalated to a three-alarm blaze. More than 130 members of the FDNY workers to knock back 
the fire. Only one civilian was injured, an FDNY official said. The individual was treated on the scene and refused transport 
to a hospital. There was also a firefighter who suffered a minor injury. The building has 39 units and 15 of them were 
vacated because of the fire, according to the Red Cross. The agency is helping displaced residents with temporary lodging. 

 

Pennsylvania Leads Nation In Home Fire Deaths  

Pennsylvania had more deadly house fires than any other state last year, and it may be on its way to claiming that sad 
distinction again. And yet many people continue to ignore or neglect the simple tool that could save their lives. The 
smoke detector. At least 73 people have died in fires across the state this year, according to data compiled by the U.S. 
Fire Administration. More than a dozen victims have been under the age of 18, including two Hellertown girls killed 
March 31 as flames engulfed their home. That blaze came a little more than a month after a Monroe County fire killed a 
Bethlehem Area School District teacher and her four grandchildren, and four months after a fire in Quakertown that 
killed a father and two sons on Christmas Day. "It's not just an uptick of fires we're seeing, but an uptick of severe fires 
with fatalities," Allentown fire Capt. John Christopher said. 

 

Electric Vehicles And Storage Systems: Critical Challenges Facing The Fire Service 
If your FFs haven’t encountered an incident involving Li Ion storage batteries, they will – Be Prepared! 
 Dalan Zartman 
You get called out to an interstate accident with a vehicle on fire. You arrive on scene to find the vehicle fully involved. 
During your 360, you identify that the vehicle is a Tesla, and you quickly start trying to formulate a game plan. Here’s the 
problem: What you’ve seen in the media and most training guidelines advises you to have access to tens of thousands 
of gallons of water, and your “Spidey-senses” are telling you the vehicle is a small substation that could electrocute your 
entire crew. It’s going to block traffic forever, and you’re going to be standing in front of the TV cameras in three hours 
when this thing is still a raging inferno. 
Let’s take this opportunity to address the real-world information you need to know about these systems and how to 
handle them. We’ll focus primarily on the fire side of this topic. Why do these systems catch on fire and how do we 
manage it? The energy concerns are another topic that we will discuss in a follow-up article. 

YEARS OF PERSONAL ENERGY EXPERIENCE 
Let’s first start by qualifying my perspective. I lead a group that is part of a collaborative energy safety team. Over the  
last decade, we have destructively tested more large-scale lithium-ion battery systems than anyone in the world. Some 
of our testing is certification-based, and some of it is purely research-based. But every test involves suppression, 
ventilation, gas analysis, and comprehensive battery assessment. We also conduct in-depth forensics analysis post-test. 
We have tested everything from vehicle batteries to full containerized rack systems, including maritime batteries for 
oceanic vessels. We crush them, puncture them, expose them to external fire, overcharge them and overheat them. We 
even do ballistic testing and shoot them. 

https://www.tps.org/departments/career_technology/law___public_safety
https://www.dailydispatch.com/DDR/index.aspx?st=NY&ddv=1&ddid=160313&typ=1&it=885222
https://www.dailydispatch.com/DDR/index.aspx?st=NY&ddv=1&ddid=160313&typ=1&it=885281
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If there is anything to learn from these battery systems, we attempt to learn it. Much of what we do is highly sensitive 
and non-disclosable; however, the findings can be characterized and communicated without compromising specific 
information about specific clients. What we’ll cover here is based on my personal experience damaging, suppressing and 
extinguishing hundreds of systems that are all different, yet respond with predictable results to common practices. 

A SIGNIFICANT – AND GROWING – PROBLEM 
Now, let’s justify the significance of this problem. Electric vehicles (EVs) and fixed electric storage systems are advancing  
in the market at an obscene rate. We will be hard-pressed to find a standard combustion vehicle on the roadway in 10 
years, and residential and commercial buildings as well as utility installations and manufacturing plants are already 
converting to battery storage systems. 
If you haven’t dealt with one of these systems yet, you will – soon. To understand the challenges you are going to face, 
we must first understand what the systems do and what problems can arise. 

EVS AND STORAGE SYSTEMS: HOW THEY WORK 
The high-voltage batteries that are present in EVs are basically the same as the high-voltage vehicles in the fixed systems. 
Imagine a shipping container that is full of boxes with a bunch of small trinkets in the boxes. That is your battery system. 
It’s either a rack or a container that has smaller containers in it that are comprised of even smaller batteries. The batteries 
can be pouches or prismatics. This means they are either flat metallic envelopes or they are cylinders that don’t look very 
different from your standard AA batteries. 
These batteries receive energy from a source. For fixed sites, it can be solar panels or wind turbines, or it can be direct 
feed from the grid. These batteries can both collect and distribute energy and convert it to usable AC or DC. Vehicles that 
are hybrids will additionally have regenerative braking applications that will create energy and send it to the high-voltage 
batteries for storage. Plug-in vehicles are charging the high-voltage batteries through a charging station, which is pulling 
energy from the grid. 
In either case, it is important to understand that you are dealing with both AC and DC with these systems. AC will be in 
play for your low-voltage systems that power your creature comforts and safety systems or control systems. 
The high-voltage system will be used for the electric motors that power the vehicles or the buildings. It is not advisable 
to attempt to interact with the high-voltage systems without proper training and equipment. You will almost always have 
stranded energy in these systems that creates the potential for electric shock and arc/flash hazards. We have conducted 
dismantling operations post-fire incident where piles of molten plastic produced arcs up to two feet when a hand tool 
was in proximity. 

DEALING WITH BATTERIES 
There are a few primary things that batteries don’t like – electrical damage, excessive heat or mechanical damage: 

• Electrical damage can be caused by shorts or improper energy coming to the battery or leaving the battery. 
• Excessive heat can occur internally when cooling mechanisms fail or externally through extreme environmental 

conditions or external fire exposure. 
• Mechanical damage occurs when the batteries are traumatized or physically damaged. 

In all three of these, the responsive process is the same; it just varies in significance and speed. Let’s break that down. 
When the batteries have undesirable conditions – electrically, mechanically or thermally – they begin to heat and swell 
and off-gas. The off-gas is comprised of full-blown hazmat stuff – VOCs, carbon monoxide (CO), hydrogen, etc. 
The gas that you can realistically interpret in the field is CO. Once the batteries build up enough pressure, they rupture, 
spewing pressurized gas that, when combined with heat and the right air mixture, ignite. One battery affects the next 
battery, which affects the next battery, and so on until you develop “thermal runaway.” This is now a situation where 
the batteries are cascading through one another, building heat chemically and thermally and producing their own oxygen 
to support combustion – all the while arcing, sparking and posing significant electrical hazards. 
Sounds pretty terrifying. 
Even worse, the speed factor that I mentioned can create very difficult scenarios for first responders, tow and recovery 
specialists, and site managers. If the exposure to one of the damaging elements is sudden and volatile, then the reaction 
typically mimics that. In other words, a vehicle that runs head on into a semi-tractor at 120 mph has the potential to have 
a very rapid and violent progression into thermal runaway. Conversely, a moderately damaged vehicle that has 
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compressed the high-voltage casing and caused two small batteries to start overheating may have a very delayed 
reaction. This vehicle may not reveal thermal runaway for days or weeks after it has been sitting in the salvage yard. 

HOW FIREFIGHTERS SHOULD HANDLE ENERGY SYSTEMS 
Now that we have laid the foundation for the problem and the general science and characteristics behind these systems, 
lets get to the good stuff. How do we handle them? 
First and foremost, SEEK EXPERT GUIDANCE! There are new federal standards available 
from NFPA, NTSB, NHTSA and SAE that promote safe interaction and handling of these systems and events. Compliance 
with these standards is paramount to the safety of your crews and the communities you serve. 
There are two outstanding resources available to help you comply with the standards and safely operate: The Energy 
Security Agency and the Energy Safety Response Group. 

1. The ESA (855-ESA-SAFE) is a 24/7 call center that provides free consultation to responders dealing with vehicle 
based electric and hybrid/electric vehicles. They also provide training and resources for interacting with these 
vehicles. Once you are on scene, hopefully you have the ESA on the phone to help you. 

2. ESRG is a more hands on group designed to assist with large-scale fixed site emergency management, training, 
site design and safety planning. 

Be as prepared as possible and seek help from these two agencies. 
Now, let’s turn to some keys to operations. 

Identification: The electrolyte compounds in these batteries emit a unique odor when overheating and off-gassing are 
imminent. Tesla describes it as “cherry bubblegum.” It is a sweet aroma. If you detect that odor on scene, assume the 
batteries are going to be a problem. 
Use your thermal imagery capabilities to scan the battery systems. The systems will have a heat signature that should be 
uniform. If you detect any specific hot spots within the system, that can be a strong indicator of a battery problem. Other, 
more obvious identifiers include smoke, heat and fire. 
If you have a battery-based fire, remember that what has ignited is a pressurized stream of gas. It will find the path of 
least resistance and make that path bigger. The gas streams will ebb and flow with each battery cell as it “pops off.” This 
is the part of the scenario that can take hours, and as it progresses, it is going to involve other fuel loads in the vehicles, 
such as the tires, carpet and upholstery, etc. 
Until the other fuel loads are involved, the smoke signature can be very misleading. This is particularly true with fixed 
site systems. If the batteries alone are burning, the smoke may remain very white or light gray and will not have a heavy 
carbon footprint. We have experienced a multitude of flashovers and smoke explosions with smoke conditions that did 
not meet any of the traditional patterns of dark pressurized smoke. That Is because the chemical makeup of this smoke 
is unique and highly flammable, without the typical presence of the heavy carbon loads we see in structure fires. If you 
detect any specific hot spots within the system, that can be a strong indicator of a battery problem.  
If you have victims in the vehicle, work fast to rapidly extricate and get lines on the ground. If there is no fire, but smoke 
is present, rely on your CO monitor to help clue you in to the presence of battery involvement. Even lazy and light smoke 
that might appear to be airbag smoke could be the onset of battery failure. Err on the side of caution, and use the smell 
test, TIC test and monitor test to clear the hazards. 

LET IT BURN!: Here is where it gets controversial: If it is on fire, your absolute best option is to protect exposures and let 
it burn. Unless you have a life safety issue or some other significant reason to try to shorten the time span, LET IT BURN. 
The vehicle will be safest when it is “comfortably burning.” 
Why? 
The burning process is consuming all the hazardous gasses, not allowing them to build up and combust. When we disrupt 
the burning process, especially with extinguishing agents that interfere with oxygen interaction more than they cool, we 
simply put a short-term band aid on the situation and allow it to continue to cascade through thermal runaway while off-
gassing unignited vapors until we have the right ignition temperature and air ratios and we explode. I have personally 
witnessed this countless times with suppression agents. 
If you have to aggressively attack this fire, do not buy into the surround-and-drown model of extinguishment. Part of our 
responsibility is to protect and conserve property. The runoff from these fires can produce water that is very basic and 
result in extremely costly EPA cleanups of the resulting contaminated swamps. 

https://www.nfpa.org/News-and-Research/Data-research-and-tools/Electrical/Electric-Hybrid-Vehicle-Safety-Training-for-Emergency-Responders
https://www.ntsb.gov/news/press-releases/Pages/NR20210113.aspx
https://www.nhtsa.gov/sites/nhtsa.gov/files/811575-interimguidehev-hv-batt_lawenforce-ems-firedept-v2.pdf
https://www.sae.org/standards/content/j2344_202010/
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As such, focus fire attack on the battery itself. You can identify the battery location through your interaction with the 
ESA. Find the most evident vent point coming from the battery. This will be your most prolific “blow torch.” Knock the 
fire down from a safe distance, then advance on the vehicle and apply a controlled stream through the vent point. The 
goal is to apply isolated flooding and cooling to the batteries themselves. 
Remember our initial analogy of a container filled with boxes filled with trinkets. If you don’t get water to the trinkets, 
you aren’t accomplishing anything other than flowing ineffective water. I equate the surround-and-drown concept to 
setting up the aerial and flowing water on the roof of a four-story structure with a basement fire. I’m sure the fire will 
eventually go out, but it will most likely not be because of our water application. 
You also don’t need big lines for this. You need mobile lines that you can flow at quarter bale, directing controlled streams 
very surgically into the openings that will allow water to get to the batteries. 

REAL-WORLD GUIDANCE 
I have put out hundreds of these fires using the essential approaches I described above, all under the watchful eyes of 
the engineers and designers that make the systems. The guidance I have shared with you today is based on real-world 
safety and science. 
 

CHANGE IS DIFFICULT & IN THE FIRE SERVICE IMPOSSIBLE! 

Opinion: Should Three Become One? 
May 8, 2022 
To the editor: 
In a recent edition, the budgets of the three fire districts of Dartmouth were published.  I also received a letter from my 
district (two) asking if I would like to have an additional service. Now, Fire Districts have a long and honorable history in 
several states and in rural Dartmouth, their locations made sense. 
Now we are in the 21st century. We have modern roads, radio communications, fire hydrants but we still have lots of 
fires. We need trained fire fighters to answer the call. The volunteer firemen have been answering the call for two 
centuries and hopefully they will be there for the next century as well. 
Each of these districts have high administrative costs. If the three districts were merged into one Dartmouth Fire District, 
could not the saved administrative costs be used for better equipment for the individual fire fighters as well as training, 
insurance etc.? 
Now, as a retired Professor of Government, local fire districts are like "Sacred Cows.”  Some years ago, the state of New 
York tried to go from small districts to regional ones, showing the savings as well as the better coverage by realigning the 
equipment.  Local opposition quickly killed the plan before it got off the planning board. Hopefully here, we can at least 
discuss it. 
Patrick J. T Curran Ph.D., 
Dartmouth, MA 
[NY is not the only state struggling with this issue.  Because of our New England form of government which includes 
staunch “home rule” when its convenient.  South of the Mason-Dixon it’s an all-County structure.] 

HEALTH – SAFETY & LODDS – PUTTING EVERYONE ON NOTICE! 

IN 2022 WE HAVE SADLY EXPERIENCED 44 FIRE FIGHTER LODD’S 

In 2021 we experienced 136 LODDs reported nationally.! 
Those who died in the line of duty in NYS were, Peyton Morse, Jared Lloyd, Judy Spencer and Vincent Malveaux. 

 

Several Firefighters Hurt In Northern Chautauqua County Blaze  
Around 2:50 p.m. nearly a half-a-dozen fire departments were called to 6842 Webster Road in the Town of Portland for 
a reported fully engulfed house fire. Around an hour later, the fire was deemed to be under control. However, since then 
four ambulances were called to the scene with several first responders taken to the hospital for evaluation. Chautauqua 

https://www.dailydispatch.com/DDR/index.aspx?st=NY&ddv=1&ddid=160420&typ=1&it=885733
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County Sheriff Jim Quattrone confirmed to WNY News Now the firefighters were taken to Westfield Memorial Hospital. 
The reason, however, was not immediately clear. A law enforcement source told WNY News Now the firefighters may 
have been exposed to fentanyl while battling the blaze. Quattrone, who was not able to immediately confirm the 
authenticity of the report, said investigators will follow-up with those hospitalized and medical personnel for further. 
UPDATE ON THIS STORY! 
PORTLAND, N.Y. — Ten firefighters were transported to a hospital and three were given naloxone after they became ill 
at the scene of a house fire Wednesday, the Post -Journal reported. 

The firefighters have been released from the hospital to recover at home, said Portland Fire Chief David McIntyre. 
The chief said there are rumors and guesses as to what sickened the firefighters all at once. 
“Three had to be given Narcan,” said McIntyre, referring to the opioid-overdose antidote. “A total of 10 were transported 
to the hospital.” 
He also said that “the house was totally destroyed. … We have no idea where anything was inside or what may have 
been in there.” 
Crews from Portland, Fredonia, Westfield, Brocton and Stockton responded, as did Chautauqua County EMS. 

 

Study Led By Louisiana State University Health Shows Firefighters More At Risk For Dangerous Heart 
Condition  

VIDEO: A new study, led by LSU Health Shreveport cardiac electrophysiologist and professor Dr. Paari Dominic, finds that 
firefighters are at an increased risk for a dangerous heart condition. Atrial fibrillation, or A-Fib, is an irregular heart rhythm 
in the top chambers of the heart. The condition causes the upper chambers to beat so fast they can no longer pump 
blood, putting the body at risk for clotting and stroke. Uncontrolled blood pressure, diabetes, sleep apnea, and heart 
disease are all risk factors that can cause it. So can environmental pollution. That's where firefighters come in. The study, 
published in the Journal of the "American Heart Association," found that the more fires firefighters respond to, the higher 
their risk for A-Fib. In fact, after adjusting for risk factors, researchers found a 14% increased risk of A-Fib for every five 
fires fought each year. 

 

CDC: Most Contagious COVID Subvariant Yet Eyed In Up To 70% Of New York Area Cases, Nearly 2x 
US Rate  

The COVID-19 subvariant estimated by New York state health officials to be even more contagious than the first 
descendant of the potently infectious omicron strain now accounts for up to 70% of all virus circulating in the region that 
encompasses the Empire State, according to new CDC data released Tuesday. The prevalence of BA.2.12.1, which health 
officials say appears to be up to 27% more contagious than BA.2 (which also was said to be more contagious than its 
predecessor, omicron), in the agency's New York region has been increasing at a far faster rate than nationally, data 
shows. The CDC puts it at around 62% of COVID cases in the New York region, which for its purposes also includes New 
Jersey, Puerto Rico and the British Virgin Islands, though says BA.2.12.1's share of cases could be higher. 

 

Two Injured in MD Storage Container Explosion 
Putting everyone on notice! 

May 5—Leaking propane inside a storage container led to an explosion Tuesday morning in Millersville, sending one man 
to the hospital with life-threatening injuries and hurting another, according to the Anne Arundel County Fire Department. 
The blaze injured a man in his 30s at about 9 a.m. when he started a piece of construction equipment that was stored 
inside the container in a parking lot off Jabez Run, according to the fire department. Investigators determined that a 
propane tank inside had been leaking prior to him opening the container doors and starting the equipment. 
“It wasn’t even 40 seconds, that he was in there,” fire department Lt. Jenny Macallair said. 
The man, who fire officials have not named, was transported to Johns Hopkins Bayview Medical Center with life-
threatening burn injuries, according to a news release from the fire department. Another man suffered minor injuries as 
he attempted to help. He was treated at the scene. 

https://www.dailydispatch.com/DDR/index.aspx?st=NY&ddv=1&ddid=160369&typ=1&it=885516
https://www.dailydispatch.com/DDR/index.aspx?st=NY&ddv=1&ddid=160369&typ=1&it=885516
https://www.dailydispatch.com/DDR/index.aspx?st=NY&ddv=1&ddid=160369&typ=1&it=885562
https://www.dailydispatch.com/DDR/index.aspx?st=NY&ddv=1&ddid=160369&typ=1&it=885562
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The fire was preliminarily ruled accidental. 
 

You Just Never Know! 
• 84 year old Manassa, Colorado FF dies after responding to call. 

• Darin Banks was working for Firestorm Wildland Fire Suppression in Red Bluff California, to prepare an area for 
a prescribed burn and died after being struck by a dead tree. 

• Jason Smith, a volunteer firefighter with the Balko Oklahoma Fire Department, died Sunday from burn injuries 
sustained in a fire truck rollover on April 5th. 

• 49 Year old Louisville Ky. firefighter dies 2 days after suffering medical emergency on duty. 
 

FIRST RESPONDER UKRAIN RELIEF ACTIVITIES     
 

A Ukrainian teacher Anya Zaderej, who resides in Ballston Lake, Saratoga County has immediate family in Ukraine. 
She is looking for medical supplies, it can be outdated or nearing the end of it's’ lifespan. Anya has the ability and 
contacts thru her church to ship this material to Poland, then across the border to Ukranian civilians. 
Contact information for Anya Zadarej 
Her email is anyazaderej@gmail.com 
Phone (413)329-7943 
A list of the needed supplies is on the back page! 

 

BUILDING & FIRE CODE ISSUES – WHY ARE THEY IMPORTANT TO YOU? 

Home builders and relators already “drive” legislation with a history of disregard for life safety and a disgusting 
misinformation campaign about the cost of residential fire sprinklers, deaths are an awfully expensive price to pay to 

save money.  Stop the carnage, install residential sprinklers. 
 

USFA: It’s Time To Adopt Common Life Safety Messaging 

 Chief Marc Bashoor 
Collaboration is THE KEY to getting things done. We may not get everything done at the pace we want it to be done, but 
we continue to collaborate with others, including our fire service brothers and sisters, to navigate the labyrinth of life – 
and our life safety efforts. 
At the 2022 Congressional Fire Services Institute (CFSI) Symposium in Washington, D.C., this month, more than 1,100 fire 
service leaders and allied constituents came together for three days of education, lobbying Congress, and various 
meetings. It was certainly refreshing to meet with our fire service peers face to face, many for the first time in a couple 
years. One of the key points to emerge from the CFSI event was the need for enhanced collaboration and consistency 
of messaging. 

Common messaging 
In a previous article, I discussed the “The acceptance of conflict” that the fire service sometimes exhibits, with the 30,000 
different looks and opinions of what we do. Recognizing that challenge, U.S. Fire Administrator Dr. Lori Moore-Merrell 
discussed a new program, “Step Up for Fire Safety,” aimed at bringing common-theme monthly messaging from our 
constituent organizations like the International Association of Fire Chiefs (IAFC), National Volunteer Fire Council (NVFC), 
International Association of Fire Fighters (IAFF), International Fire Service Training Association (IFSTA), NFPA and many 
others. 
Dr. Moore-Merrell was clear that the initiative is agnostic to the content or delivery style, however the program 
endeavors to have organizations adopt a common messaging theme for monthly fire safety, prevention and community 
risk reduction (CRR) efforts, focused on topics like smoke alarms, carbon monoxide, water safety and roadway dangers. 

 

mailto:anyazaderej@gmail.com
https://firerescue1.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=fbf2eef5cbb7010c3dab66a8e&id=dca30a2faf&e=d73daa5f89
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The additional challenge to the “Step Up for Fire Safety” effort will be for each of us at the local level (the 30,000 fire 
departments) to embrace the common messaging and share it in the effort to enhance the fire service voice and visibility 
– I’ll call it the REFUSAL to accept conflict! As additional information becomes available from the USFA, we will pass the 
information along. 

Collaboration among schools 
As the formal events of the CFSI events concluded, former Congressman Curt Weldon introduced me to two individuals 
who were working to spread the message of civic responsibility in the school systems. 

Elementary schools: A somewhat novel effort sponsored by the Rendell Center for Civics and Civic 
Engagement engages fire service personnel in a K-12 program. At the elementary school level, the Rendell Center 
uses read-aloud lessons where firefighters read to students either in-person or through a virtual platform. The 
firefighters then engage with a series of questions and answers, based on prepackaged information provided. 
The process takes about 30-45 minutes of the firefighter’s time. 
According to the literature Rendell Executive Director Beth Specker shared with me, the Rendell Center works 
with the schools to provide “curriculum-based lesson plans, offers titles for teachers to incorporate into their 
curriculum, provide insights into the book selected to enhance the read aloud session, and deliver activities for 
presenting civics learning in a fun and memorable way.” 
Secondary schools: Complementing and in partnership with the Rendell Center’s efforts, the Schoolhouse to 
Firehouse (S2F) program is geared toward high school students. The program is currently ongoing in Delaware 
County, Pennsylvania, under the leadership of Nether Providence Township Fire Lieutenant Ellen Yarborough. 
Tapping into the civic-service spirit of the elementary program, the S2F program is engaging teens to teach 
home safety to preschoolers, fire safety to the high school science department, to serve on student Safety 
Teams, and to join local volunteer fire departments. Students in this program earn one elective high school 
credit for every 200 hours of running calls, training and participating in public events for the firehouse. 
The program, in general terms, is similar to many of the high school cadet programs in place in various states 
around the country. Many of the high school cadet programs are not directly public/private partnerships and are 
usually a connection between the school system and the fire department. Many of these cadet programs offer 
elective college credits for courses like Firefighter 1 and 2, EMT and hazardous materials operations. The key 
difference in the S2F program is the connection with the Rendell Center. 

Collaboration 
Both programs are great examples of collaboration. Understanding that the fire service has experienced a decline in both 
volunteer and paid applicants, these programs (with sustainable funding) can be poised to provide a productive path 
toward not only future paid and volunteer firefighters but also more civically minded teens and adults – the future of the 
fire service! 

 
 

WEEKLY FIRE FATALITY DATA AS REPORTED BY THE MEDIA 

Fire Deaths in 1&2 Family Dwellings in NYS 35+3=38 

Latest fire death, UNK Bronx, NY 

Fire Deaths in any type of Dwelling in NYS 66+6=72 

Fire Deaths in 1&2 Family Dwellings Nationally 607+45=652 

Top Three State with the most 1&2 Family Deaths 1 PA - 52 

 2 TX - 48 

 3 OH - 43 

There has been a total of 1040 civilian home fire fatalities in 2022 
There were a total of 2248 residential fire fatalities reported in 2021 in the US media. 

Both the states of Maryland and California require sprinklers in residential dwellings 

In 2021 in New York State 68 residents perished in fires in 1 & 2 family occupancies. 

FINANCIAL STUFF FOR FIRE DISTRICTS! 
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STATE ARCHIVES LGS-1 FOR FIRE DISTRICTS – RETENTION POLICY 

LGS-1 Records Common in Fire Districts (updated 2022) 

• The LGS-1 Retention and Disposition Schedule must be adopted prior to records disposition. In addition, prior to 
disposition, staff should consult the appropriate LGS-1 Schedule item cited to read full descriptions and review 
details on notes where indicated.  

• Review the LGS-1 Schedule to find records not listed on this document.  

• The LGS-1 introduction includes instructions, exceptions to the schedule, a sample resolution for adopting, 
Archives and other agency contact details. 

• LGS-1 HTML and PDF formats: http://www.archives.nysed.gov/records/local-government-record-schedule/lgs-
1-title-page  

• Contact maria.mccashion@nysed.gov 518-486-4823 or recmgmt@nysed.gov for assistance. 
DOWNLOAD THE DOCUMENT HERE: 
https://afdca.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/LGS-1-excerpt-for-Fire-Districts_organized-by-section-headings.docx 

 

2022 Governmental Accounting Class Schedule 
Register for Accounting Schools Now Here! 
https://www.osc.state.ny.us/local-government/academy/osc-government-accounting-schools 
Cost: $85 for local officials and government employees; $170 for all others. 
Introduction to Governmental Accounting (Basic Accounting School) - This multi-day school is designed to familiarize 
participants with the basic concepts of governmental accounting and give them a working knowledge of basic 
bookkeeping procedures such as understanding debits and credits, a discussion of the modified accrual system of 
accounting, the practice of maintaining the books and records, developing and accounting for the annual budget, as well 
as the year-end closing process. This school is for those individuals who possess some accounting experience, but are 
newcomers to governmental accounting in New York. It will benefit Chief Executive Officers, Chief Fiscal Officers, 
Comptrollers, Treasurers, Clerks, and Accounting Personnel. 
Available Dates: 

May  24-26,2022 Online 
September 28-30,2022 Online 
October 25-27,2022 Online 

Accounting Principles and Procedures (Advanced Accounting School) - This multi-day school is designed to familiarize 
participants with accounting and financial reporting requirements for local governments in New York. The course 
provides guidance on certain operational issues, such as cash management, purchasing, processing claims for payment, 
accounting for capital projects and utilizing reserve funds. This school is a good follow-up to our Introduction course, 
although attending the Introduction is not a prerequisite. It will benefit Chief Executive Officers, Chief Fiscal Officers, 
Comptrollers, Treasurers, Clerks, Accounting Personnel, Board Members and Department Heads.  
Available Dates: 

June  15-16, 2022 Online 
October 12-13, 2022 Online 
November 15-16, 2022 Online 

IN THE MARKET FOR FIRE APPARATUS? 

Cantankerous Wisdom: Chairs, Polo Shirts, & Trade Shows 
 Bill Adams 
I fought off the fear of catching some yet-to-be-discovered COVID-19 variant and ventured outside to secure a loan to 
purchase gasoline so I could drive over to the fire station for morning coffee. Raisin Squad attendance was way down. 
There’s not too many of us left. We lost a few to the pandemic and some are just too old to balance themselves on the 
stools in the kitchen. There are no backs on them, so seat belts are not an option. 

Anyhow, we started jawboning (passing judgement) about the upcoming tradeshow season. One geezer who regularly 
attended them in the past asked if I expected to see one of our old friends who worked for the “whatever” fire apparatus 

http://www.archives.nysed.gov/records/local-government-record-schedule/lgs-1-title-page
http://www.archives.nysed.gov/records/local-government-record-schedule/lgs-1-title-page
mailto:maria.mccashion@nysed.gov
mailto:recmgmt@nysed.gov
https://afdca.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/LGS-1-excerpt-for-Fire-Districts_organized-by-section-headings.docx
https://www.osc.state.ny.us/local-government/academy/osc-government-accounting-schools
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company. (Names are omitted to protect the innocent and some of the guilty.) I didn’t think so because he had left that 
company and was working for another. Then he asked about some of the dealers we know; I said one was let go by the 
manufacturer he represented and I thought another one switched manufacturers on his own, so I didn’t know if they’d 
be there either. And another dealer just got old and retired. We discussed how the fire truck business is changing. One 
astute white hair summed it up: “Yep – it’s like musical chairs; when the music stops the dealers hope to find an open 
seat next to any manufacturer.” That was observant. 

A couple days later I was still reminiscing about the “good ole days” at the shows. Do you remember when salesmen (my 
gender-neutral term) wore suits or jackets and ties? Informality is the new dress code. It appears each manufacturer 
requires its representatives to wear the same color polo shirt. Walking into an exhibit hall is like walking into the local 
bowling ally on league night. The faces are the same; it’s the color of the shirt that changes. 

At one time you could have a serious conversation with a vendor. Now, they’re continuously looking at their cellphones. 
Some start texting—obviously to people more important than you. How about the vendor that keeps tapping that 
miniature phone thingy, blue something, or whatever the heck they call it that sticks in the ear? Those things get more 
attention than potential customers. That’s rude and unprofessional. Multi-tasking? They can multi-task my rear end. If I 
had a blank check and was looking to buy a fire truck, I’d just walk away and look for another manufacturer. You have to 
wonder how they’ll treat you after the sale. 

There are subtle changes in the fire truck corporate world. Think back at how apparatus manufacturers’ websites used 
to be. Most had the names of the hierarchy that worked for the company—from the president down to the regional sales 
managers. Often they’d list their phone numbers and later their email addresses. You hardly see that anymore. Perhaps 
employment longevity is a thing of the past. Maybe they play musical chairs, too. There’re some exceptions, mostly 
smaller family owned and operated manufacturers. Those people are proud; some even put their employees’ 
photographs on their websites. 

In speaking of not much time left, no Cantankerous Wisdom would be complete without an inference to “I told you 
so.” The new NFPA 1900 standard replacing the existing National Fire Protection Association NFPA 1901 Standard for 
Automotive Fire Apparatus is supposed to be out in 2024. I don’t know when in 2024, nor do I know its effective date. 
And I don’t know when the “approved” wording will be available for public viewing. 

Whenever it does, the apparatus and ancillary equipment manufacturers, apparatus dealers, specification writers, and 
fire departments that write their own specs better stand by. Why?  Wherever their present documents specifically refer 
to NFPA 1901—and a lot do so in many places—will have to be changed. And, they ought to double check all the verbiage. 
For what?  Some specification writers have, for unknown reasons, inserted verbatim passages from NFPA 1901 
throughout their documents. The new NFPA 1900 standard may not have adopted the exact same wording. In fact, rumor 
control has it they’ve tried to change and consolidate a lot of stuff. 
Could a fire department inadvertently and embarrassingly specify a requirement that is no longer applicable from a 
regulatory standard that no longer exists? Will a manufacturer bid on it? Good luck. 

HUMAN RESOURCES IN THE FIRE SERVICE 

Changing Our Attitudes About Change: 5 Strategies to Help You Adjust 

 Ashley Vazquez 
“Change is the only constant in life.” ~ Heraclitus 
For many people, change often brings a sense of uncertainty. However, in life we know that in order for anything to 
grow, it must go through the process of change. Obviously, not all change is negative change, and not all change is 
thrilling. 
As the ill-favored caterpillar sheds its skin, hangs upside down from a twig, and transforms its body to become a vibrant, 
conspicuous, triumphant, butterfly, humans also experience a comparable metamorphosis in life. No matter what phase, 
experience or journey we are encountering in life, it is important that we understand that change is inevitable. 
Whether your changes are planned, hoped for or uninvited, it may be helpful to have some strategies to assist in coping 
with the changes you may be faced with in your lifetime. 
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Here are a few strategies to consider while on your journey:  
1.) Understand that seasons change: with the changing seasons, may come burdens, victories and triumphs. Be 
ready, but if you’re not ready, remind yourself that in most cases humans are able to adapt. When we are not 
able to adapt(mentally), it is usually due to cognitive distortions, which may include catastrophizing, or focusing 
on the worst possible outcome. 
2.) Rather than focusing on the outcome, try focusing on being present. Even when the present moment may 
feel disturbing, or uncomfortable, allowing yourself to be there, where you are, experiencing what IS currently 
happening, is likely to lead you to processing the situation fully in that moment, rather than weeks, months or 
years later. It may also be helpful in gaining a full understanding of what is happening at the moment. 
3.) Practice radical acceptance: When things don’t go the way we want them to, many of us try to fight the 
situation. We look for alternate realities, or we may begin to utilize behaviors that are self-destructive, or the 
use of destructive behaviors towards others. Practicing radical acceptance entails things such as, accepting the 
reality of the situation and doing what we can do, which might influence us in leaving the situation or changing 
our response to it. Also, remember that just because the situation is difficult, it doesn’t mean we have to like it 
in order to accept it. If we choose not to accept the change or reality, we may be inadvertently choosing to suffer. 
4.) We all know the term “go with the flow”, this is relevant when thinking about the changes that life brings. 
Positive or negative, going with the flow of things can lead us to peaceful waters 
5.) Talk to a therapist: Talking to someone can help you gain a clearer view of your situation. Many therapist 
utilize Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) techniques to assist individuals in developing a clearer understanding 
of how their perceptions of a situation may be impacting their emotions and responses. Utilizing CBT strategies 
can be helpful, follow the link to gain a better understanding of CBT and how it 
works: https://youtu.be/q6aAQgXauQw 

 

Housework and Halligans: Pride of Ownership in the Fire Service 

 Mandy George 
It begins in recruit school…the daily cleaning, the painting of tools, the routine of company “housework” that has to be 
accomplished no matter how exhausted everyone is from the work of the day. Once firefighters transition to station life, 
they may notice the routines around housework don’t change much. Ax-heads and halligan bars that are for decorative 
purposes only are polished regularly; apparatus compartments are emptied and cleaned when nothing in them was used; 
floors are swept and vacuumed in rooms no one walks in. It may seem ridiculous to do perform these tasks every shift 
when everyone is starving, spent, and ready to go home to their families. However, they are actually establishing 
beneficial habits that will serve firefighters well in their careers. It is through the routines of fire academy and station 
housework that firefighters learn that everything isn’t an emergency, but everything has to be ready for the next 
emergency. This is no small responsibility. 

URGENCY AND EMERGENCY 
Emergency situations are ones where the firefighters’ actions can actually make the difference between life or death in 
the present moment. We firefighters love to believe 99% of what we do is in this category, but honestly, it isn’t. We 
ensure that urgent matters, situations where intervention is needed to reduce harm, do not become emergencies most 
of the time. For example, an engine may receive a call for an alarm activation. After arriving on scene, it is noted that the 
alarm system has malfunctioned. There is no fire. This is not an emergency situation. However, it is an urgent situation. 
If the malfunction is not repaired, a true emergency could occur if there is a fire and the alarm system does not activate 
properly. We all have to be prepared to address both urgent and emergency situations by working together and operating 
from a state of readiness. 
The term “urgency” is used a lot in the fire service. Instructors and senior firefighters want new firefighters to have a 
“sense of urgency” in everything they do. What this means is do it well; do it now; and don’t putter around or be wishy-
washy in your movements or demeanor. New firefighters will be told to “pick up the pace” when walking to a scene or 
getting equipment out of the truck. This is part of the sense of urgency. 
New firefighters will quickly discover that everything in the station and on a scene needs to be done “right now.” There 
doesn’t seem to be a difference in how quickly the reports need to be finished, the dishes washed, the vehicles checked 

https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001G7xUBdv5YhxT10w7s1wxgQUQNYwPWUhLnjKzNkw3hrReLnzNvL7xK5GkYkAfJUXHaSCM6z5myf31UFmNRMtzr5E91--IgCTY90ubPSdNLHqfyMecY8LcqSU-PpGjsY8BUO_CSl6hk1CMENJcJ7Db5w==&c=STg5baTD406sbMBke7SxDddJBlcntIyhFChXILb3SMdPM_WWtGhABg==&ch=jKVRTdHWxD7swO7QAKh5MKr6QCyAdHhFzCMH5ggXBKwCsaFne7CciA==
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off, or the fire extinguished.  This can feel overwhelming and may not make sense initially: these don’t seem like life-or-
death issues. This sense of urgency exists around all of these tasks because it is your crew’s responsibility to complete 
them. If you are at a busy station, leaving tasks until later could mean they may never get done. Leaving dirty dishes in a 
sink, leaving fire apparatus low on fuel, and leaving reports unfinished look like laziness to the oncoming shifts. This can 
create tension if it happens often. Even worse, if vehicles are left low on fuel, if items are used on calls and not replaced 
or put back on the truck broken, you are leaving the oncoming shifts at a true disadvantage—one that may turn an urgent 
situation into a true emergency. 

KNOW WHERE THINGS ARE AND HOW THEY WORK 
The repetition of cleaning equipment and apparatus pieces and performing inventories does more than just fill the hours 
when there is nothing to do. It is required because the activity itself is valuable. These actions help firefighters learn and 
remember where items are so they can be easily accessed during a call. If the cleaning and inventorying is performed 
with a more senior firefighter, there are opportunities for training and discussion to occur. For example, while cleaning 
and inventorying the driver’s compartment with the driver-pump operator (DPO) or a senior firefighter, a new firefighter 
can learn how different appliances fit together; what kinds of nozzles are on the truck and how they work; the different 
types of hand tools kept in the compartment and used by the DPO on incident scenes;  what the DPOs preferences are 
in the use of adapters, appliances, and nozzles. After months of cleaning and inventorying in this manner, new firefighters 
will have developed muscle memory around the driver’s compartment and will be able to easily supply the driver with 
any requested item—even under the pressure of a true emergency. 

PRIDE OF OWNERSHIP 
What else does all this cleaning and inventorying while working together accomplish? It creates a sense of pride of 
ownership for the crew. It creates a strong team because it allows all members to work together at the same level. 
Everyone can also see what the other members of the team know—that builds confidence. When each shift performs 
this way, it creates the pride of ownership for the whole station. This can move through the whole department. Or not. 
This is not easy. Shifts are long and hard. The constant sense of urgency can be mentally exhausting and leave people 
irritable. Physical and mental wear and tear can have a negative effect on your passion for the job. Chief Rick 
Lasky wrote a whole book about how passion is the one element that makes the fire service effective. Firefighters’ 
passion for the job allows them to push through, remain positive, and keep performing the tasks that build teams instead 
of waiting for someone else to do the work. Do the work! As a new firefighter, it will be important to ask more senior 
firefighters to help. They will be willing to help even if they grumble about it at first. Everyone loves to talk about what 
they know and love! 

PRIDE AND OWNERSHIP: THE LOVE FOR THE JOB: HAVE YOU FORGOTTEN? 
Expect to Learn by Doing 
The fire service is full of people who prefer to learn by doing; looking at books or watching videos isn’t enough to ensure 
proficiency in lifesaving skills. It may not seem like it, but the housework and the tool cleaning, the apparatus washing 
and the inventorying, the testing and check-offs that happen daily and weekly are turning you into a subject matter 
expert on your station and equipment. Your ability to find and use the correct pieces of equipment—correctly—lays the 
foundation for your career in the fire service. It also allows you to teach and mentor others as they come into the station. 
Firefighters are truly expected to be Jacks and Jills of all trades. The variety of tools and equipment we learn how to use 
proves this. Perform the daily duties thoroughly and with the knowledge that they are required to save lives—not just 
fill the time! These tasks are required to ensure we are all prepared to work together to serve the community when true 
emergencies occur. 

THE ATTORNEY’S OFFICE: 

‘Haven’t We ALL Responded To A Call Drunk Before?’ Nope. But It’s A Real Problem. 

 Billy Goldfeder 
“Haven't we all slipped up and responded to a call drunk?” 
That question was reportedly posed by a chief following an incident in which a firefighter admitted to drinking before 
driving a fire department vehicle. 

https://fireengineeringbooks.com/
https://www.fireengineering.com/fire-videos/
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While the answer for me is “no,” the truth is that the issue really isn't all that unusual, unfortunately. 

KNOW THE NUMBERS 
Mothers Against Drunk Driving provides some powerful stats related to the prevalence of drunk driving in the United 
States:  

• Every 2 minutes, someone is injured in a drunk driving crash. 
• Every 51 minutes, someone is killed in a drunk driving crash. 
• 2 out of 3 people will be impacted by a drunk driving crash in their lifetime. 
• 1 in 4 drivers is driving under the influence of drugs or alcohol. 

When we look at those numbers, and when we stop bullshitting ourselves, the reality is this: If we haven't personally 
responded or driven drunk, we certainly know someone in each of our departments who has – and perhaps that is the 
issue here: ignoring the blatantly obvious … for a variety of reasons: 

• You do it and are in no position to confront anyone else. 
• It’s not your business or concern. 
• You’re afraid of speaking to the person for fear of a ruined friendship or relationship. 
• You've tried speaking to them before and it's a waste of time. 
• You've spoken to department leadership previously with no changes. 

I have been a firefighter since 1973 and have never belonged to a department where we didn't have at least one member 
with drug or alcohol issues. And while it is definitely a fire service issue, we are a reflection of society at the very least, 
so therefore what "they" (non-fire service people) deal with, we deal with – but even worse. Rates of binge drinking in 
the fire service are much higher than the general population and higher than even other tactical occupations, such as 
the military. 
According to Shatterproof, an organization focused on reversing the crisis addiction in this country, over 20 million 
Americans struggle with addiction, but many don’t get the treatment they need. And in 2018, more than 175,000 deaths 
in the U.S. were related to alcohol and other drugs. That makes substance use the third-largest cause of death in the 
nation. Want more proof? According to the National Survey on Drug Use and Health (NSDUH), 19.7 million American 
adults (aged 12 and older) battled a substance use disorder in 2017, and almost 74% of those adults struggled with an 
alcohol use disorder. 

A PERSONAL REALIZATION 
Let me share a personal story. A close friend has battled with related issues for years. One day he showed up at my 
house, drunk and obviously a mess, but in need of help. We immediately put him in our bed to “sleep it off” and then I 
drove him to an Alcoholics Anonymous meeting a few hours later. I have never been to an AA meeting because it really 
is completely off my radar. I have never been a drinker and have never had any addiction issues, thankfully. Perhaps that 
is because I grew up all around it, I don't know, but to me, it wasn't anything I gave much thought about. Until that 
evening. 
When I drove my friend to the meeting at a nearby church, its parking lot was packed. Apparently, there were several 
meetings that day because the need was so great. I was blown away. I asked someone and they confirmed every car 
there was for meetings. It never even crossed my mind that the problem was so big. And it is big. 

FIREFIGHTERS AND ALCOHOL 
Alcohol use and alcohol abuse (including binge-drinking) among firefighters has been documented in countless 
studies. Surveys by the Center for Fire Rescue and EMS Health Research revealed that: 

• 85% of career firefighters reported past-month drinking. 
• Career firefighters reported drinking 10 days a month, or about half of their off-duty days. 

And that is just the career members who represent only one-third of North American firefighters, with volunteers and 
part-time being the balance. 
To respond to the initial comment made by that chief who asked, “Haven’t we all responded to a call drunk before?” the 
fact is that even if we haven't, we certainly know someone who has. 

SO WHAT DO WE DO? 
Initially, this issue must be addressed through policy – very clear policy (no BS vague language) that sets the expectations. 
If you don't want anyone near the firehouse who has been drinking, then make it very clear what the policy is and 
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what the consequences will be if a member is discovered to have been drinking. I always suggest that your policy be 
reviewed (or created) by your department's attorney or a firm that develops policy based upon legal expertise. 
You may be wondering what the policy might look like? IMO, it would be whatever your state law would define as being 
able to drive or not drive as a very minimum because you at least have to drive to the firehouse. Additionally, perhaps 
your policy should state that firefighters should have nothing to drink within 24 hours, again, if it meets the state law. 
Why 24 hours? because there should be NO QUESTION in anyone’s minds that every member is not under any influence 
at that point. How about marijuana? Have your department attorney develop your legally sound policy, as they are the 
most qualified – and they will be the ones having to defend you, the officers and the department when it ends up in 
court. Bottom line: No one should be, look or smell as if they are anything but completely alcohol and drug free.  
Once you adopt a policy, you must TRAIN your personnel on it. Simply posting the policy online or sending an email is 
not enough. A discussion in a classroom setting is the first step to get the discussion out there. Train your personnel and 
ensure everyone understands what is and is not acceptable.  
Then you must ENFORCE the policy – with everyone, on every incident. 

ONE-ON-ONE TALKS 
As far as "one on one,” I am no expert in helping you help someone else, but the American Addiction Centers offers the 
following advice in the article “How to talk to an alcoholic: Reaching out, connecting and offering help”: 
Writing down the main points you want to talk about can help you to formulate and remember your ideas during the 
conversation. Points you may want to consider when writing your conversation plan include: 

• Focus on your concern about your loved one’s drinking. Remember to use “I” statements that express your 
feelings and your concerns and the ways that you are impacted by your loved one’s alcohol use. You could say, 
“I am concerned about your alcohol use. I’ve noticed that I’m increasingly worried when you come home late at 
night, and I don’t know where you’ve been.” 

• Explain that you’re worried about your loved one’s health. We suggest that you genuinely express your feelings 
to your loved one by saying something like “I’m concerned that drinking so much every day is harming your 
health. I’ve noticed that you’re sleeping all day on the weekends.” 

• Avoid using labels like “alcoholic” or “addict.” Instead, focus on the person and their behavior instead of the 
label. People who are struggling with alcohol addiction can become upset or defensive when they’re referred to 
by these labels. 

• Be empathic and understanding. Use empathetic, not blaming, statements such as “I know that you’ve been 
having a hard time at work and you’ve been feeling more pressure” or “I know that you’re feeling more stressed 
than usual.” 

• Offer options instead of demands. Present options by saying something along the lines of “I was wondering if 
you would consider seeing a doctor to talk about your alcohol use” instead of “You need to get help.” Even 
though you think it’s obvious that your loved one should seek help, it’s always up to the person to decide what 
course of action is best for them. You can suggest they seek help, but you can’t force someone to do something 
they’re not ready to do. 

Now, some “warnings” from a firefighter POV: In the few times that I have spoken to individual fire department brothers 
and sisters about this issue, I have spoken from the heart and focused on being there to help – not being there as a boss. 
HOWEVER, A CRITICAL WARNING: I cannot erase the fact that I am a boss and organizational policy must ALWAYS be the 
priority as far as what to do.  

FIND AN EXPERT 
A simple rule is to ask yourself: Am I qualified to help solve this problem? Think of yourself as a brand new (or old!) engine 
company officer and you pull up to a real nasty hazmat run. You ARE qualified to size it up, protect those around it, 
protect exposures, move people and immediately request the hazmat team – the EXPERTS. You are NOT qualified, 
certified or equipped to do much more, and you shouldn't. You want to help, so help the best you can by stabilizing the 
problem the best you can based upon your qualifications, certifications and expertise, and immediately bring in (or refer 
that person) to those who are qualified – highly qualified.  
So, when facing someone who needs help or someone you have identified as needing help, "first respond" to help, but 
make sure that you use extreme caution about providing your own personal advice vs. stabilizing the issue and then 
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getting an EXPERT to help. That's the best way to help your brother or sister with this very difficult, complex and life-
altering situation.  

Disclaimer: The legal opinions published here by the Association of Fire Districts are meant to provide guidance for fire district commissioners.  The materials available 

are for informational purposes only and not for the purpose of providing legal advice.  The opinions expressed are the opinions of the individual author at the time 

the facts were presented and based on the law then applicable.  The information contained in these opinions is not guaranteed  to be up to date.  The information 

provided is not legal advice.  Since legal advice must be tailored to the specific circumstances of each case, and laws are constantly changing, nothing on this site 

should be used as a substitute for the advice of competent legal counsel.  The authors assume no responsibility to any person who relies on information contained 

herein and disclaim all liability in respect to such information.  You should not act upon information in this publication wi thout seeking professional counsel from an 

attorney admitted to practice in your jurisdiction.   

THE CHIEF’S OFFICE: 

**STARVING THE DISTRACTION, FEEDING THE FOCUS 

 Chief Marc Bashoor 
It’s been another whirlwind educational opportunity at FDIC in Indianapolis. It is good to see people in person again and 
meet face to face with so many gifted and talented friends and colleagues. 
I think anecdotally, we all know the vision of these conferences is like the proverbial Congress-of-old – thousands of us 
gather at the rotunda to hear from the best and brightest about all of the competing or complementing ideas to form a 
better union. But it can be easy to become overwhelmed by all the options and opportunities around us. A colleague’s 
simple statement recently reminded me of the critical approach to these conferences and networking opportunities. She 
said it’s “time to starve the distraction and feed the focus” – a timely and relevant quote as we direct our attention to 
learning this week. 
While it would be much too difficult to distill this week’s impacts into a single article, there are two main takeaways I’ll 
offer for now, but check back later for additional highlights from the show. 

IT’S TIME TO STEP UP 
Deputy Chief (ret.) Frank Viscuso of the Kearny (New Jersey) Fire Department delivered Thursday’s keynote speech titled 
“It’s Time to Step Up!” 
Chief Viscuso challenged fire service leaders to look within and ask these three questions: 

• What must I KEEP doing? 
• What must I STOP doing? 
• What must I START doing? 

Viscuso emphasized that the leader needs to look within first – make sure your house is in order before shouldering the 
expectation to lead others. Probably the most probing and practical quote from Viscuso sums this lesson up: “A leader 
of one CAN become a leader of many. But if you can’t lead ONE, you’ll never lead ANY!” Starve the distractions, feed 
the focus! 

TECHNOLOGY 
We have watched the technological revolution impact so much of what we use in our day-to-day life – cell phones, social 
media, etc. – and now we see the introduction of electric fire engines and digital wireless pump panels. That revolution 
continues, with the absence of face-to-face opportunities for so long reinforcing the speed and breadth of the change 
happening all around us.   
FDIC showcases the revolution up close and personal. From the Rosenbauer electric engine in service in Los Angeles to 
the Pierce electric engines in Madison, Wisconsin, and soon Portland, Oregon, to the fire-service first-of-its kind Seek 
Thermal AttackPRO thermal imaging camera with independent dual-gain pixels and the Thermite “SWAT-BOT” that 
provides shielded offensive and defensive capabilities for first responders, to the Hale SAM digital pump panel 
configuration with optional remote operator, the technologic revolution for the fire service has exploded. 
While it’s easy to be distracted by all the “shiny objects” at the show, we must embrace the technological evolution as 
it makes sense for our departments’ operations. What does that mean, chief? Well, very simply, you need to starve 
your distractions and feed your focus! Focus on what works for your members, your department; don’t become 
consumed by extraneous ideas and products that may be flashy but not advance your mission and vision. Focus on 
connection, education and tools that genuinely help you do the job better. 
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LOOKING FORWARD 
As fire chiefs and fire instructors, we have two choices: Either we adapt to the ever-evolving culture and environment 
around us or face extinction. If you don’t like change, I assure you you’re going to love extinction! 
Check the indignant ego of “This is the way we’ve always done it” well within the dungeons of the past. As you close the 
dungeon doorway behind you, ask yourself whether you are ready to lead others forward. Are you leading many, or will 
you ever lead any? 
As I climb in the National Fallen Firefighters Foundation 9/11 Memorial stair climb at Lucas Oil Stadium Friday afternoon, 
I will be starving the distractions of armchair quarterbacks and feeding the focus of 343 who paid the ultimate sacrifice 
on 9/11. 
Starve your distractions and feed your focus – it’s time to step up and lead! 

INTERESTING FACTS 

There Are Firefighters In Antarctica. 

While you might imagine Antarctica as primarily a land of ice and seabirds, the human presence on the continent has 
meant that it's occasionally home to something a little, well, warmer. The Antarctic Fire Department — the only full-
time, professional fire department on the southernmost continent — serves the U.S.-run McMurdo Station, the largest 
research station in Antarctica. (Other stations have part-time fire brigades.) The population at McMurdo can grow to 
more than 1,000 people in the summer season, between October and March, as scientists arrive to study phenomena 
such as melting glaciers and migrating penguins. McMurdo’s infrastructure includes around 85 buildings with amenities 
such as dormitory housing, three bars, yoga classes, and hiking trails. The Antarctic Fire Department also serves the U.S.-
run Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station and the U.S. Air Force Airfields, and the firefighters pride themselves on 
responding to any incident at these sites within two minutes. 
The Antarctic Fire Department staffs nearly 55 specially trained firefighters, who are based at either McMurdo Station 
or the Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station. Dispatchers field about 350 emergency calls yearly, mostly involving small 
fires, odor complaints, and hazardous materials. One routine duty is spraying every incoming flight with a deicing foam 
that also stops engine fires and dripping oil. Firefighters must be ready to battle the continent’s fierce winds, which 
encourage flames, and use fire engines with pumps that continually cycle water throughout the custom fire trucks to 
prevent the liquid from freezing. Individual deployments last between three and 13 months — a long time to be away 
from family, friends, and fresh produce — and each shift lasts 24 hours. It can be grueling, but for those seeking adventure 
and camaraderie, few things beat putting your survival skills to the test in one of the harshest, and most exquisite, 
settings on Earth. 

CLASSIFIED SECTION: 

**The Capital Area Cooperative Project 
Have you got stuff just laying around taking up space that someone else less fortunate might need, 
then use the Cooperative Project forms? 
It is no secret that there is a huge disparity in fire district budgets across New York state. Budgets range from $30,000 
per year to several million dollars. Those districts in more populated areas with businesses have a much larger tax base 
to fund firefighting efforts while rural districts are somewhat at a disadvantage due to lower property values, lower 
average income, and fewer businesses to support their tax base. 
Born out of discussions between Commissioners of small rural and larger urban districts at the recent AFDSNY Annual 
Meeting and Conference at Turning Stone is the Capital Area Cooperative Project. The Capital Area Cooperative Project 
seeks to build partnerships between fire districts to help provide equipment and tools donated from larger fire 
departments to smaller and rural fire departments within the Capital District and beyond. These better funded districts 
are able to replace gear more often and many times excessed gear ends up leaving the state. One Commissioner stated 
that he would rather have the gear stay in New York and help struggling districts than to ship it out of state or even out 
of the country. These underfunded fire departments can receive donated tools and equipment to ensure they can 
perform their duty to save lives and protect property as safely and as efficiently as possible. If you are interested in 

http://track.interestingfacts.com/?xtl=4w2xs9mvel8qnal4ev5bnyb1v68pwb01qupjr52sgnghbggp9bk8hfaruphhuaxqy51b7sxu0m18sex4ljr4ccy8il7n6lh3yod1ms6btmwc8d2h5kgybo900iy2xb2oz3kcu2j0wu1alp38ynuh0l0i3u7dtxna0cozpy2ppdhgd8bn29v6y3c2toaghbs0c8etqy9biiw0w8g3r347560rphz8bbo5a4trv78649saddyv5dfegnb8wb2gan1z82vvr7leh6jdg6igymogqqjclj3cqhn6rpcpa571gzlfjgunsnc3mnoj39luo63yr0g1yhp86sqi187jnl2yanr62eojjloprejnankkemspegj15wecl5prxjw2bpvi2pm1ijrlqn27d4h7hu14xna2csa8yfylcpflquqin2nrhp2o9hhhycqank0n7081hbghxyb1d7umt4vm5suzv1quhuf44relyrpjdjr7csldqu2e8j5jqsdzj4whjn08o3cyjx8x247z8b4fcgdo5h27xb8lhrfgtsdwrv3i3er65popc4a8md5s7f9twc3e8hyg4rtgp9kmp0wedi5jauz744iqygmwcksv6ma0jjgk308rlpoka387mf9oln8csn7suycmz5iip96lr6929pwkl83wvmhlz2f2j46ukmgxuggnj9zr3ikb2xb&eih=2pntupnxp7kz45kvs9m24tq5nag4ybtoqt&emc_click_data=41ce691e9759559cc86729f3b8d14231ea140a68a9ff0f17e04512630331b60f04fcd3fb57d5396c4524fe0b1c9682771465cd3c18b4b997c5f07c4df4f789d46550d2dfb3edb550d7477b3774a317f1e24a014624c192a12674262821992925ed2e81db154609d8e46ab402ee4c1b8df8f2a7378339190262a9091d51796bf04dc3a7f817dbbae0d7618ee135bc63d9f1d33c89f65d586b32c046f35dc72074&url_encode_email=jmrcurtacci%40gmail.com&url_encode_partnerCode=&url_encode_partnerSubcode=
http://track.interestingfacts.com/?xtl=2whts4hga5g4ffv294eaccszcvd24wm9ae1f2g80m54ac6r6igeyrpdqd6ye3pptb4dr15lmmtxyorp92bel8rcmvo46ig4b9nb74q6pi9ts6m0ll1a5uv5ldqtie3klwbptc2gqvc3hhorms8hiq8mfn6m8gt8kq7apralsz0h735kiivdk8x9d5nd480cdrtn8majfdba4zvffe9ivftjtmlty3ano50apstfy9gsdqea9p9lvjmd3t2m5njkcacholmcwo8gm61zmt8c3s1n51f10fk&eih=2pntupnxp7kz45kvs9m24tq5nag4ybtoqt&emc_click_data=41ce691e9759559cc86729f3b8d14231ea140a68a9ff0f17e04512630331b60f04fcd3fb57d5396c4524fe0b1c9682771465cd3c18b4b997c5f07c4df4f789d46550d2dfb3edb550d7477b3774a317f1e24a014624c192a12674262821992925ed2e81db154609d8e46ab402ee4c1b8df8f2a7378339190262a9091d51796bf04dc3a7f817dbbae0d7618ee135bc63d9f1d33c89f65d586b32c046f35dc72074
http://track.interestingfacts.com/?xtl=1znc6w8srlh0i3b07dzswtwcsqqhyd7x6wmcvny6nj1w8ng0qc5y53ejx2i3wi4h5ra1dvna6y63eei2h17kca1dt584oyjcldvrglowypnwimyjh6plt0ywpcp8em91wckbmnn9dvtaa1ad6ais01e8hilbfyfvzoey67ps2whdpl2rhpxtv2bo1uuwwdpcat50gsiswpoonhlzrn4tv50vovhxfx806dcdlufm646aq1mg30g4e8tq6nmlg7autp8bgmhg3lfzveii7x5z392jopnyir6bwtr52odf70bhh4zvsujr1drloxwzosfw01lsw29mu5s&eih=2pntupnxp7kz45kvs9m24tq5nag4ybtoqt&emc_click_data=41ce691e9759559cc86729f3b8d14231ea140a68a9ff0f17e04512630331b60f04fcd3fb57d5396c4524fe0b1c9682771465cd3c18b4b997c5f07c4df4f789d46550d2dfb3edb550d7477b3774a317f1e24a014624c192a12674262821992925ed2e81db154609d8e46ab402ee4c1b8df8f2a7378339190262a9091d51796bf04dc3a7f817dbbae0d7618ee135bc63d9f1d33c89f65d586b32c046f35dc72074
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donating tools or equipment or requesting a donation, please fill out the forms in the links provided and a representative 
from the Capital Area Association of Fire Districts will contact you. 
 
For Districts desiring TO GET RID OF EQUIPMENT, fill out the form at: 
https://forms.gle/a6ApHuACeu5yziJs7 
WANT TO SEE WHAT IS NEEDED OR BEING OFFERED GO HERE: 
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1WLg2iILQhQLdyHEF5IV3VvLznLllW57H?usp=sharing 
You will need a google account or establish one! 
All donations made will go directly toward the mission of helping small and rural fire departments in need. Equipment 
and tools that are not NFPA compliant may be donated to the International Fire Relief Mission to assist international fire 
departments with equipment needs. 

THE LIGHTER SIDE! 

 
Have faith Jesus is coming, hopefully before the next election!! 

 
If you eat right, get lots of sleep, drink lots of water and do exercise; you’ll die anyway, just 

open the wine! 
 

FIRE DISTRICT RESOURCES - -THE BACK PAGE - - FOR YOU TO FOLLOW UP! 

What are the duties and responsibilities of a Commissioner? 
The Answer is posted on our web site at www.AFDCA.org 

 
Vital Statistics on the State Association Regions – the break out is on our web site. 
  

https://forms.gle/a6ApHuACeu5yziJs7
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1WLg2iILQhQLdyHEF5IV3VvLznLllW57H?usp=sharing
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CAPITAL AREA BUSINESS PARTNER’S 
Business Partner Applications Available At:  WWW.AFDCA.ORG 

Welcome Back all of our Business Partners for 2022 
Welcome aboard a new partner for 2022 Auto Solutions of Glenville, NY 

We invite our business partners to submit educational information to be included in this Bulletin for district commissioners and chief officers 
Write me at tom@rinaldi1.com 

Please Support Those Who Support Us!! 

 

If you have information on new products you wish to showcase or is educational and informative for fire 
districts, please submit it and we will use it in this Bulletin under the appropriate heading. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
JOHN M. LESNIEWSKI 

Assistant Vice President and 
Senior Business Banking Officer 

Fulton/Montgomery Markets 

12 Fremont Street, Gloversville, NY 12078 
P: 518.775-5205 | M: 518.848-0612 

NMLS ID 915694 
www.nbtbank.com 

 
David Farstad, Municipal Banking Officer 

652 Albany-Shaker Road, Albany NY 12211 
P/F: 518-730-3120 
M: 518-506-0075 

farstadd@pioneerbanking.com 

HANNIGAN LAW FIRM PLLC 
388 Kenwood Avenue 

Delmar, New York 12054 
P: (518) 869-9911 
F: (518) 869-9915 
www.hannigan.pro 

Fire/EMS –Municipal Law 

 
 

98B Troy Road 
East Greenbush, NY  12061 

518-479-2004 
www.dignuminc.com 

Young, Fenton, Kelsey & Brown, PC 
General Practice Matters plus - 

Fire Service Attorneys 
1881 Western Ave. Suite 140 

Albany, N.Y. 12203 
518.456.6767 

 
Specializing in insurance for Fire Districts and 
Departments 

Dave Meager 
31 Church Street  Saratoga Springs, NY 

518-584-5300x3243 dmeager@amsureins.com     

 

 

Haughey Insurance Agency 
850 State Route 50 

Burnt Hills, NY 12027 
518-399-1583 

www.haugheyagency.com 

 
Architects & Engineers 

3 Lear Jet Lane, Suite 205 
Latham, NY 12110 

518-765-5105 
Dennis Ross, Dir of Emergency Services Market 

www.H2M.com 

 
Mitchell Associates Architects 

518-765-4571 
Specializing in Fire Stations 

www.mitchell-architects.com 

 
518-300-4732 

431 New Karner Rd Suite 170 
Albany, NY 12205 

https://foxpest-albany.com 

 
The D’Amato Law Group LLP 

Gregory Serio, Partner 

111 Washington Ave Suite 600 

Albany, NY 12210 

518.426.3800 

Email: gserio@dlgny.com 

damatolawgroup.com 

Contact Linda Flanagan 

110 Main Street 

Poughkeepsie, NY 12601 

845-331-2255 X2768 

“Insurance for First Responders” 
https://marshallsterling.com/linda-flanagan 

 

LEGAL SERVICES ARCHITECT/ 
ENENGINEERS 

INSURANCE 

PEST CONTROL BANKING 

John Caputo 
Marketing Manager 
One Blue Hill Plaza – 16th Floor 
PO Box 1609 
Pearl River, NY 10965 

845.8855 X7011 
Cell 631.601.5305 
jcaputo@fdmny.com 
VFBL/Workers’ Comp Coverage 

http://www.afdca.org/
http://www.nbtbank.com/
mailto:jcaputo@fdmny.com
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Safety First Equipment Testing 
99 Glass Lake Road 

Averill Park, NY 12018 
518-674-8363 

www.safetyfirstfirehose.com 

 

 
Jason Cyboron 

Sr. Manager of Business Development & Accts 
518-783-6933 ext 15 

Cell 518.401.5195 
www.penflexinc.com 

jcyboron@penflex.com 

 
 

518-432-5087 
www.thelosapgroup.com, 

 
Fleury Risk Management 

28 Corporate Drive, Suite 104 
Clifton Park, NY 12065 

518.478.6314 

https://www.fleuryrisk.com/nysgroup497 
VFBL Insurances Services 

 

 

Salt City Fire 
Equipment 

4474 Bussey Road 
Syracuse, NY 13215 

315-741-5258 
Saltcityfireequpment.com 
Proud Dealer of Seagrave 

Fire Apparatus 

Stawnychy Financial Services 

Zoriana M. Stawnychy 
973.283.0024 

zoriana@stawnychyfinancial.com 
135 Kinnelon Road Suite 101 

Kinnelon, NJ 07405 
Serving fire districts in New York State 

UBS Financial Advisors 
Ralph Lemme, CFP 

8 Southwoods Blvd Suite 207 
Albany, NY 12211 

518.445.1667 

LOSAP MANAGEMENT 

COMPUTER SYSTEMS 

FIRE EQ TESTING 

FIRE APPARATUS 

SCBA COMPRESSOR 
SERVICE 

 
Ballston Spa National Bank 

PO Box 70 
Ballston Spa, NY 12020 
Deborah JR O’Connor 

518.363.8119 

Deborah.oconnor@bsnb.com 
 
  

 
Peter B. Feid 

pfeid@vfis.com 
717.819.3116 

INSURANCE 
 

WARNING 
PACKAGES/REPAIRS 

BODY SHOP 

 
Vehicle Repair, Warning Packages, Body 

Shop 
78 Freemans Bridge Road, Glenville 

518-377-5555 
Veteran Owned Business 

http://www.penflexinc.com/
https://www.fleuryrisk.com/nysgroup497
mailto:pfeid@vfis.com
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Robert V. Gramuglia, CPA 

1 Pine West Plaza Suite 107, Albany NY 12205 
518.452.8055 or 518.859.5851cell 

Email: rgramuglia@BGCPA.net 

CPA/AUDITS 
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The Capital Bulletin is reaching well over 400+ fire district members and now other members of the fire service on a regular 
basis.  Since the Capital Area Association covers an area the size of Connecticut it is difficult to meet in person to exchange 

information and ideas.   
This is a service of the Capital Area Association through the effort of Tom Rinaldi who can be reached at tom@rinaldi1.com for 

comments or content contributions are always welcome. 

 
MEMBERSHIP IN THE ASSOCIATION OF FIRE DISTRICTS OF THE CAPITAL AREA 

Would you like to join the Association of Fire Districts of the Capital Area and join 75 members in 8 counties?  Both fire 
protection districts and Village departments are eligible for membership. 
The yearly membership dues (January 1st to December 31st) shall be as follows and shall be based on the annual 
budget of the Fire District/Organization; 
To take effect January 2023: 

$0 to $200,000: $50  
$200,001 to $400,000: $100  
$400,001 to $600,000: $200  
$600,001 plus: $300  
Business Partners:  $100.00 annual member fee 

 

Medical Supplies Needed for Ukraine relief:   
- first aid kits (combat) (first aid in case of injury). 
- Supraglottic Emergency Airway Devices  
- Stretcher 
- Occlusive dressing with ventilation 
- Anti-burn hydrogel 
- Thermostatic bandage 
- Rescue cover 
- Triangular scarf 
- Film-valve 
- Ambu Bag (Adult) 
- Napkins Gel Guardian. 
- Hypothermic package, 
- Gloves non-sterile (without powder, SML), 200 pieces / unitary enterprise. 
- Tonometer 
- Anti-burn hydrogel 
- Pocket Mask 
- Bandages 7x14 and 5x10 
- Elastic bandage, 
- Turnstile harnesses, 
- Mounting wide tape 20 cm. 
- Dexalgin 2.0 in amp., 20 packages 
- Ceftriaxone 2.0 in amp 
- Butter scissors (Lister) for bandages, 
- Medical Safety Pins 
- Rubber elastic medical 
- Medical Neck Braces 
- Betadine 1000 ml, 20 fl. and 100 ml, 15 fl. 
- Defibrillators. 
- Intravenous catheter (single, 18G), 
- Nalbuphine 
- Mounting reinforced tape 

 

mailto:tom@rinaldi1.com

